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Looking for concentric, drop, drum, industrial, or specialty diffusers?
Look no further than Ruskin!
Ruskin is pleased to present their expanded line of diffusers for use in roof top unit air distribution systems. Available for
concentric, specialty and industrial applications in plaster, T-bar or open ceilings, these units offer a broad CFM range with
low noise levels and wide throw range. Ruskin units can be used in schools, distribution centers, warehouses, manufacturing
facilities or wherever large area air distribution is needed.
Concentric Diffuser - CDF

Ruskin model CDF concentric diffuser is designed for flush mount installation in T-bar or
plaster ceilings. Units are factory assembled and sealed, fully insulated and complete with
built-in hanging supports.
Specialty Diffuser -DLD

Ruskin’s DLD drum louver diffuser series supply systems are designed to provide an
air distribution system with the benefit of having directional air control. The system is
ideal for open ceiling applications that need single point supply air with long throws. The
drum louver adjustability allows you to “spot” the air where it is required for the installation.
Industrial DF4 Diffuser

The four- and two-way diffuser is designed for industrial air dispersion. Blades can be
individually positioned to achieve the best possible airflow. Each blade is held in place by a
separate tensioning device. With the four-way diffuser (DF4) the air can be directed in
almost any direction.
Industrial Diffuser-RVD

The RVD Radial Vane Diffuser:
Is constructed from galvanized steel
Is able to withstand a variety of temperature and pressure conditions.

WHAT’S NEW?
NEMA 4X Actuator Weather Enclosures
Ruskin is pleased to announce their new NEMA 4X Actuator Weather Enclosures. These durable weather shields
are designed to provide a degree of protection for a single Ruskin RUS series electric actuator used in damper
applications. The RUSN4X enclosures protect the electric actuator from corrosion, rain, freezing rain, sleet and
snow on a variety of dampers and louvers.

FEATURES:
*NEMA 4X protection class
*High impact resistant polycarbonate plastic
*Ultraviolet inhibitors to prevent damage by the sun and other environmental
elements
*Transparent cover for unobstructed view of the actuator
*Factory mounting both in-the-airstream and out-of-the-airstream
*Industry leading 5-year product warranty

Model Application:
*RUSN4X-SM fits the small and medium size actuators models; RUS-S120 (S), RUS-S24 (S), RUS-S24-MOD,
RUS-M24 (S), and RUS-M24-MOD
*RUSN4X-L fits large size actuator models; RUS-L 120 (S), RUS-L24 (S) & RUS-L24-MOD
Rus4X-SM for small actuators

RusN4X-L for large Actuators

MUSSUN CUSTOMER APPRECIATION LUNCH!
Come join us for a Customer Appreciation Lunch on June 10, 2021 from
11:00am until 2:00pm.

Mussun Sales wants to thank you for your patience and support during these
unprecedented times.

*CATERED COOKOUT
*PRODUCT DEMOS
*GIVE-A-WAYS
*RAFFLE

Caterin
Catering by Café Melissa

Congratulations to the winners of our May drawing:
From Cleveland for 4 Indians Tickets: Cinsco Galarza of Imperial Heating
From Columbus for 4 Columbus Crew Tickets: Chris Henderson of Coleman Spohn

We look forward to seeing you June 10th!!

Do you need Cable Hangers (Gripple)
Mussun has what you need!

Please contact your Mussun Sales Representative for more information.

Berner is excited to announce their new continuing education course via AEC Daily:
“Main Entrance Air Curtains: Improving Energy Efficiency, Health, & Comfort”
This FREE course is AIA approved (1.00 LU/HSW hour), and it also qualifies for GBCI, RCEP, and many other organizations’
CEU requirements.
What you will learn:
-

The research that led to air curtains being approved as an alternative to vestibules in ASHRAE 90.1-2019 and other
building codes
Using Air curtains to contribute to sustainability goals around energy conservation
How air curtains improve public health and indoor air quality

Feel free to share with your engineers, specifiers, architects, and anyone else who might benefit from this training.
If you have any questions, please contact your inside sales associate at Berner or Kelsey at kjuszczak@berner.com.

PDH HOURS
Mussun Sales posts upcoming webinars on our Events section of our website.
Be sure to check out topics which qualify for PDH Hours.
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